
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Although this analysis focuses on the gold market and what we interpret to be technically positive 
developments, we want to preface our remarks with a subjective caveat.  Intuitively, we are 
disinclined to think that gold prices, currently trading at $1,675 an ounce, should resume their 
long-term underlying uptrend at this time.  Our mental reservations about renewed uptrend 
evolution now are grounded in non-gold market behavior:  that which we have seen in silver 
prices since that market traded at $49.82 an ounce, basis front month Comex futures in April 
2011. 
 
So, to air our reservations let’s start with a look at a silver chart.  Then we will progress to the 
positive technical aspects of the gold market.   
 

 
 
The monthly continuation chart above shows silver uptrend development since a 2001 low at 
$4.03 (Point 0).  Our working Elliott wave count, originally presented in October 2008 (Technical 
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Trends in Perspective, Silver: The Importance of $8.88) when prices were at $9.40 and just short 
of establishing their Wave II low at $8.40, is updated to show what we consider to be a completed 
Wave III in April 2011 
 
Why do we think that $49.82 marked the top of Wave III?  Because the lengths of waves often 
relate to previous wave lengths in terms of Fibonacci-ratio swings (e.g. 1.382, 1.618, 1.786, 
2.382…etc) and this is such an example.  The distance covered in Wave I is $14.97 - 4.03 = 
$10.94 and that covered in Wave III is $449.82 – 8.40 = $41.42.  If we divide Wave III’s length by 
Wave I’s, the result is an exact Fibonacci ratio.  Wave III is 3.786 times the length of Wave I 
(41.42 ÷ 10.94  = 3.7861).  In addition to that relationship, the April 2011 high was very close to 
the all-time high ($50.36 in January 1980) that defines the top of the market’s modern era range.  
The combination of the powerful acceleration and extensive reach of Wave III, its Fibonacci 
relationship to that of Wave I and its top in proximity to an all-time high make a strong case that 
silver prices established at least an intermediate-term extreme in 2011. 
 
Therefore, if the technical bloom is off silver’s rose, then it’s being the more speculative metal 
(versus gold) leads us to think that gold prices should not be presently positioned to resume their 
underlying 2001 – 2010 advance.  However, thinking that does not prevent us from currently 
advocating the long side of various gold trading vehicles. 
 
Let’s shift our attention to the gold charts and to developments that have followed our September 
30, 2011 commentary in which we anticipated, at best a lengthy price consolidation between 
$1920 and $1532. 
 
The below monthly continuation chart of Comex gold prices is updated from our September 
illustrations.  Nearly 4 months of price/momentum action since the new historic high ($1920.70) 
made in September has substantially changed the technical picture.  Two developments are 
notable.  First, the declining stochastic indicator Slow %D value (14-period, dark blue line) has 
moved from its September reading of 86 to a current reading of 59 and is thus below the 
illustrated dashed magenta line level of 68.  Significant price corrections during 2001 – 2008 did 
not complete until the stochastic value was below 68.  Therefore, the gold market currently has 
met our minimum momentum requirement for a price low. 
 
Second, renewed price weakness during December 2011 fractionally undercut the September 
2011 low at $1532.70.  Spot month traded at $1523.90 on December 29th.  That was also an 
expectation in our September analysis.  The new reaction low was not maintained; prices 
immediately began to recover and have since traded into the high - $1600 area.  Notably the 
unsustained December low also held in close proximity to the illustrated uptrend line that is drawn 
under the lows in 2008, 2010 and 2011.  We are not easily impressed by technical market action 
but we will say that the immediate bounce from that uptrend line is impressive. 
 



 
 
Intermediate-term momentum factors shown on the weekly gold continuation chart below are 
either potentially or outright positive.  The 10-period weekly ADX trend indicator has declined 
from last autumn’s extraordinarily high readings and is now in the low-20s.  Generally, rising ADX 
values when the indicator is above 20 define a price trending condition.  Currently the indicator is 
down and there is no saying that it will not continue to decline.  However, its overall position is 
such that further price strength above $1700 would favor its turning up. 
 

 
 



The weekly 14-period stochastic turned up on January 13, 2011 from 31.8 on the Slow %D value.  
In self sustaining long-term uptrends the weekly stochastic often turns up from levels above what 
are generally considered "oversold" – i.e. readings in the 20s or below.  We have drawn a 
horizontal dashed green line at the 31.8 Slow %D level and extended it backward in time.  
Because of computer resolution issues, this chart dates only from early 2004 and thus it does not 
include the uptrend history that started in 2001.  However, we examined the stochastic behavior 
during 2001 – 2004.  Suffice it to say that, excepting the 2008 period, when the weekly stochastic 
turned up from a Slow %D reading of 31.8 or lower intermediate-term uptrend price conditions 
followed.  The deep and sustained nature of the 2008 decline saw the weekly stochastic move 
below 31.8 three times (see yellow ellipse) and then recover.  The first two times were followed 
by price rallies that were great trading opportunities but that failed to generate renewed uptrend 
development. 
 
Our final chart in this analysis is the daily continuation gold chart below but first, for reference, 
please note on the above weekly chart the horizontal arrow labeled “Start” at $939.70.  In our 
work, that price on August 26, 2009 marks the beginning of the advance that traded at an all-time 
high of $1920.70 on September 7, 2011.  Others may argue that the advance began at the 
October 2008 low but our work in July 2009 (Technical Trends in Perspective, Gold:  Pattern 
Recognition and Pattern Repetition) rejected that view and we have seen nothing subsequently 
that would cause us to reconsider it. 
 
The chart illustrates an established up channel (A - B) and its mid-channel support/resistance line 
(MCL), 40- and 200-day moving average lines (red and blue, respectively) a Fibonacci 
retracement level (dark red dashed horizontal line at $1546) and an annotated five swing 
sequence (i – v). 
 
The A – B channel (note that this has been slightly revised from its original September 2011 
appearance at metalaugmentor.com) dates from an August 26, 2009 daily low (see horizontal 
Start arrow on the above weekly chart).  During last September’s price plunge, the market was 
unable to find support at the channel’s B-line (previous resistance line having the potential to 
become support) but did find solid support around the mid-channel line.  Note how after the 
September low prices bounced but were stymied around the B-line throughout the first half of 
October; how once the line was cleared prices made a reflexive pullback to it and finally how 
there was considerable consolidation around it during November – December before prices 
subsequently broke down.  We belabor this because the considerable work down around the B-
line is evidence that the channel is still an operative construct – which we will discuss below. 
 
 
When we calculate the distance covered in the uptrend that began, as we date it in late August 
2009, we derive a move of $981 to the September 2011 high ($1920.70 – 939.70 = 981).  The 
first retracement level of significance relative to that distance is the Fibonacci 38.2%.  Calculating 
38.2% of $981 = $374.70 and subtracting that amount from the September high yields a potential 
retracement level at $1546.  The September 26, 2011 low was slightly below $1546 at $1532.70, 
which is ballpark, being less than 1% of $1546.  More importantly, on the renewed November-
December downswing although the September low was broken on December 29 (the new low 
was $1523.90) the last print in the Globex session that day was $1546.60 and nearly smack on 
the Fibonacci level. 
 



 
 
While we are not moving average proponents, at least in regard to market timing, we show 2 
popular moving averages – the 40-day in red and the 200-day in blue. 
 
Historical testing by many trend following practitioners has shown that a daily moving average 
having a length of approximately 38 days is particularly effective with regard to timing entry and 
exit points.  For that reason, when we rely on moving averages as a potential gauge of where 
entry/exit stoploss orders may cluster we use a 40-day moving average.  For purposes of defining 
longer-term trend conditions, the 200-day moving average (or its 40-week proxy when using 
weekly charts) has been traditional.  Generally, when prices are above the rising moving average 
the long-term trend is up and when prices are below the falling moving average the long-term 
trend is down. 
 
Of interest to us on the daily chart is price action around the 200-day moving average from 
September to the present.  First, the late-September price spike low at $1532.70 was very near 
the rising 200-day moving average at $1527.40 yet the Globex finish that day was a hundred 
dollars higher at $1627.90 – clearly an instance of aggressive long-term moving average related 
buying interest.  Second, when the moving average was violated at $1618.70 on December 14, 
2011, there was subsequently a quick reflexive pop that probed above but failed to better the 
moving average (illustrated point iv).  Third, despite new lows again, price weakness was 
insufficient to force the 200-day moving average to even flatten out let alone turn down; prices are 
currently trading above the rising moving average. 
 
Finally with regard to the daily chart, note the annotated five-swing decline (labeled i – v) during 
November – December.  When we are looking for a 5-swing move that may be the C-wave of an 
A – B – C correction (as the September – December pattern may be), our aggressive approach to 
determining that the pattern may be complete is to see if prices are able to violate the swing iv 
extreme.  In this case we identified the December 21 reaction pop at $1642.20 as a probable iv – 
swing high so we thought that a Globex afternoon finish above $1642 would suffice to identify at 
least an interim bottom.  That was accomplished on January 11. 
 



In summary, technical action in the silver market during most of 2011 implied that the precious 
metals might have entered a period of intermediate-term trendless or defensive price action.  In 
that case arguments favoring higher gold prices from current levels around $1675 are likely to be 
found wanting.  Nevertheless, numerous technical developments in gold, which we recap below, 
are currently constructive and our bias is for higher prices.  Recent short-term developments have 
defined an explicit underlying price area that both short-term and position traders may use as a 
zone of risk. 
 

1. The declining long-term monthly stochastic indicator provides a negative momentum 
backdrop but it has reached a level at which prices have tended to resume their uptrend 

 
2. Intermediate-term momentum as gauged by the weekly stochastic is positive.  The recent 

indicator upturn favors a new price uptrend unless the market is in the throes of a 2008-
type decline 

 
3. The August – September 2011 upside excursion from a 2009 – 2011 up channel appears 

to have been an aberration.  Price action at lows in September and December 
2011corroborated the channel is still intact 

 
4. September and December price weakness twice successfully tested support around 

$1546 that is associated with the 38.2% retracement of the 2009 – 2011 advance 
 
5. Prices are presently above:  minor chart resistance (now anticipated to act as support) at 

$1642; the flat 40-day moving average at $1641.5; the rising 200-day moving average at 
$1644; and a potentially supportive 2009 – 2011 mid-channel line at approximately 
$1633. 

 
Given the cluster of potentially supportive numbers below the market in the $1644 – 1633 area, 
we are constructive on higher gold price potential unless the market moves below $1630.  In that 
case our intermediate-term stance would revert to neutral but we would need to see prices below 
$1580 to refocus on downside potential below $1440. 
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